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Introduction
Welcome to the JMI Smart Focus PC focusing system. This system will connect
a DRO-encoder-equipped JMI Crayford focuser (i.e. EV and NGF Series
focusers) to a PC (i.e. "IBM-compatible" personal computer running a Microsoft
Windows operating system) and allow you to control the movement of the
focuser from the computer with great precision and repeatability. Computer
control is accomplished using either JMI's Focuser Control Software (see below)
or other commercially available software (see Using Auto-Focus Functions).
Please review the entire manual before attempting to use the system.
Smart Focus comes with the following:
 Smart Focus Control Unit with internal battery power (see cover photo). If
you already have a standard DRO Hand Unit, the Smart Focus Control Unit
will replace it.
 AC Adapter for external power, rated at 120vAC/60Hz input, 12vDC output.
 Serial Cable with DB9 male/female connectors to communicate with the
PC's RS-232 port. If you don't have an RS-232 port on your computer, see
the information on USB to Serial adapters on our web site at www.
jmitelescopes.com/html_docs/usb_db9_adapters.htm.
 Focuser Cable with six-conductor flat wire and modular plugs for connecting
the Control Unit to the focuser's DRO encoder assembly.
 Free download of JMI's Focuser Control Software and related files at
www.jmitelescopes.com > Software Download > Smart Focus or by going
directly to www.jmitelescopes.com/software_sf.htm.
The connectors for the Serial Cable, Focuser Cable and Power Supply are
marked on the Control Unit and shown in the picture (cover photo). Additionally,
there are manual buttons for moving the focuser in and out. When one of these
buttons is pressed the focus motor will move slowly for about three seconds then
accelerate to a high speed, allowing for long shuttle distances. Fine adjustments,
lasting less than three seconds, will be at the slower speed. When performing a
Go To Specified Position command from the software, these buttons are
disabled. During the times when the buttons are disabled the Power Indicator
LED will blink. The LED is constantly on when the buttons are enabled.
There are two screws on either side of the Control Unit. Removing these screws
will give you access to the internal 9-volt battery and the Settings DIP Switches.
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Any change made to a DIP switch setting should be done with the unit
turned off.
There are three DIP switches used to configure the unit.
1. Motor Voltage — Selects the focuser motor voltage. The OPEN (OFF)
position is for 3-volt to 4.5-volt motors (very small motor used on all EV
series focusers and many older NGF series focusers such as the NGF-CM,
-DX, -mini and -55) and the CLOSED (ON) position is for 6-volt to 9-volt
motors (pear shaped motor used on the old NGF-S focuser and most JMI
MOTOFOCUS units). The exception to this rule is our very large NGF-XT
focuser which has a small motor but requires the switch to be in the Closed
(On) position to receive enough voltage for proper operation.
2. Motor Direction — Changes the motor direction to compensate for reversed
polarity in the wiring. When you press the IN button (manually or via
software) the drawtube should move inward toward the secondary mirror.
The normal position if OPEN (OFF).
3. Baud Rate — Selects the serial port baud rate. The OPEN (OFF) position
is 9600 baud and the CLOSED (ON) position is 2400 baud.
The unit is designed to work at 12 to 14 volts DC. The DC power input jack will
allow connection to an AC adapter or a 12-volt battery. The unit will work with
the supplied internal 9-volt battery but battery life will be short. The current draw
is a constant 10 to 15mA, which will drain a 9-volt battery in less than ten hours.
Due to the wide variety of focuser configurations that may be employed, the
Smart Focus Control Unit will initially have no knowledge of the physical
properties of the focuser. It must be initialized either by JMI or by the user. Only
the host PC, running the Smart Focus Focuser Control Software, will have
information about the physical characteristics of the focuser, specifically, encoder
resolution, encoder counts per inch (or centimeter) and maximum travel distance
(in encoder tics). The software has a configuration function that allows the user
to input this data by using one of three available methods. The software will use
this information to calculate the maximum travel setting and motor speed. These
values are then transferred to the Control Unit, where they are stored in
EEPROM memory. At this point, the EEPROM is initialized for that particular
focuser. Changing focusers will require reinitializing the EEPROM.
Every time the focuser position is moved, the new position value is also saved to
EEPROM in the Control Unit. Thus, all necessary settings are retained when the
unit is turned off and are recalled when it is turned back on.
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Initially the focuser will start at the Zero Position and the Position value (always a
positive number) will increase as the drawtube moves out from the Zero Position.
All references to the Zero Position in this manual, unless otherwise
defined, are referring to the drawtube being positioned all the way in.
Once properly set, the Maximum Travel value provides a programmed stop to
prevent the motor from running on at the end of travel, which would corrupt the
position register.
There is no programmed stop at the Zero Position when using the onscreen or manual Move In buttons, so returning to the Zero Position should
always be done with the Go To Specified Position command.
If the Smart Focus unit has not been properly initialized it will not recognize
the Maximum Travel Stop.

Focuser Control Software
When the software is initially started you will see five tabs labeled Operate,
Store/Recall, Configure, Settings and Help. Selecting a tab will bring up a
window for that function. In the following section we will describe each one.
Operate Tab
This is the main operating window.
Here you will find information
about the focuser, such as its
current activity and status. If the
focuser is ready, the Activity box
message will read "Focuser
responding" and
"Waiting for
command." If it is not ready it will
say "Waiting for focuser response."
If you move the focuser with the
Move In/Out buttons it will say
"Moving In" (or Out) and "Waiting
for command." It also indicates
when the focuser is stopped. If
you use the Go To or Step In/Out
functions the Activity message will read "Go To command in progress. Please
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wait" and a window will pop up indicating motion with a cancel button to halt the
action if needed. When the Go To is completed the message will show that the
command as finished. The Status box can indicate a motor or encoder error
such as moving too far and reaching the end of programmed travel or a
communications error with the Control Unit. Most of the time the Status will be
"Focuser at Zero Position", "Focuser at Maximum Position" or simply "OK" for
everything in between.
The Focuser Position box will indicate the drawtube position relative to the Zero
Position (drawtube all the way in) in a positive number of inches or millimeters.
The Maximum Travel Stop box indicates the maximum amount of allowable
travel from the Zero Position for the configured focuser. For example, the default
EV-1cM has a travel distance of .550". This number will change to reflect the
new travel distance if you select a different focuser. This value can also be
displayed in inches or millimeters.
The Stop button is used to stop the focuser when the Move In and Move Out
buttons are used.
When using the Move In and Move Out buttons on screen or the manual In and
Out buttons on the Control Unit itself, the Focuser Position indicator will display
the position value. The on-screen or manual buttons can be used to make
movements without the Go To function. The manual buttons are intended only
for coarse focusing. The Move Out function, whether initiated on screen or
manually, will not let the focuser move past the Maximum Travel Stop.
Caution: The Move In function, both on screen and on the Smart Focus Control
Unit, will allow inward travel beyond the Zero Position. This is to allow the Zero
Position to be re-established without running the Initialize the Focuser function
(see Special Notes on the Initialize the Focuser function).
The Go To Specified Position function will move the focuser to any position within
the travel range by entering the desired position in the data box. This position is
relative to the established Zero Position and is always a positive number. It will
not let you enter a number that exceeds the maximum travel of the configured
focuser.
The Step In and Step Out functions will let you make predetermined movements
as small as .001" (one thousandth of an inch). There are up and down buttons to
increase or decrease the step value. This function will not let you move in past
the Zero Position or move out past the Maximum Travel Stop. If you attempt to
Step Out farther than the Maximum Travel Stop the unit will either stop at the
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Maximum Travel Stop and give "Focuser at Maximum Position" as the Status or
display an error message in the Status box and toggle the focuser back .001".
For example, if you are at position .540" using an EV-1cM (.550" Max Travel) and
you attempt to Move Out by .015", the unit will either move to .550" and stop or
move to .550" and then move back to .549" and display the error message. If
you try to Step In past the Zero Position the unit will simply not respond.
Automatic backlash correction is available when moving to stored positions (see
Store/Recall Function below). Most motorized focusers include a certain amount
of mechanical backlash or slop somewhere in the drive train. When changing the
direction of movement of the drawtube, backlash will cause a brief pause while
the slack is taken up in the gears, etc. Backlash correction can be turned on and
off and the correction distance can be set to match the slop in your focuser.
When turned on, the software will move the drawtube to a stored position going
the same direction it was going when the position was saved. If coming from the
other direction, the software will overshoot the position by the backlash correction
distance before changing directions and returning to the stored position.
Store/Recall Tab
This window will allow you to save
specific drawtube positions. When
you are at the desired position,
click the Store Position button and
enter a description for the location,
such as "ST7" or "7mm Nagler" as
shown in the example. To move to
any saved position click the Go To
button preceding that position.
The stored locations can also be
deleted. Entries are automatically
saved.
These positions are
relative to the currently selected
focuser and will only appear in this
list when that focuser is selected.
Configure Tab
This window allows the user to set units of measure, configure Smart Focus for a
given focuser and set computer communication parameters.
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Unless otherwise specified, all Smart Focus Control Units will be shipped
pre-initialized for an EV-1cM focuser using a 2160 encoder. If you specified
a different focuser at the time of purchase, the Control Unit should be preinitialized for that focuser using the appropriate encoder. They will also be
set for a standard drawtube length. If your focuser has a non-standard
drawtube length it may have to be reinitialized to that length.
If you move Smart Focus to a
different focuser (or change the
properties of your focuser) you will
have to reinitialize the unit to the
new focuser.
This window allows selection of
inches or millimeters for the
display as well as encoder
resolution, COM Port number and
Baud Rate. If a different encoder
is selected, the unit will have to be
reinitialized to the new encoder.
The COM Port and Baud Rate can
be determined by the Auto Detect
feature.
The Auto Detect function will set the Baud Rate the same as the DIP switch
setting in the Control Unit.
The initialization procedure is divided into two tasks. The first task determines
the motor speed settings. During this task the LED on the Control Unit blinks and
the process cannot be stopped. The second task returns the drawtube to its zero
position or minimum extension. During this task the LED is constant and the
process can be stopped. You should stop the motor as soon as it reaches its
minimum extension, and the drawtube stops moving, in order to keep from
creating excessive wear on the drawtube.
The Set Zero Position button can be used at any time to establish a different
Zero Position from the normal position with the drawtube all the way in. There
may be some instances when you would want to do this, but you must remember
that all increments of movement are in positive numbers. For example, if you set
a Zero Position at .200" (out) you will not be able to move to the negative side of
.200" with the Go To Specified Position function (e.g. 0.195"), only to the positive.
It may also corrupt the Maximum Travel Stop, which is relative to the normal Zero
Position with the drawtube all the way in.
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One example where you might wish to reset the Zero Position is when the actual
focuser position has been corrupted by slippage of the focuser drawtube. If you
move the drawtube all the way in, by any method, and select the Set Zero
Position button, your actual position should be corrected.
Normally, you should never need to use the Add New Focuser to List function.
There are three modes for adding a focuser. The first method automatically
supplies data based on some older JMI focuser models. The second method
allows you to enter specific data about the focuser. The third gets information
about your focuser based on manual movements of the focuser. If you have any
problems setting up a non-standard focuser, call JMI for help.
Specific data can be set individually by selecting one of the buttons labeled
Change Focuser Description, Change Encoder Count Value (encoder tics per
revolution), Change Maximum Travel Count (in encoder tics) or Change
Maximum Travel Distance (in inches or centimeters). Using these functions
should not be necessary under normal operations.
The Restore Default File Settings button should only be used as a last resort
when the software does not seem to be operating correctly. This function
restores default settings for Baud Rate (9600), COM Port (COM1), Units (Inches)
and Step Increments (0.01"). It then collects information on stored focuser data
and rebuilds the Focuser List.
For more information on the
functions in this window, select the
Help tab.
Settings Tab
This window is informational only.
It supplies the software version
number and the required COM
port and Control Module Switch
settings. The three DIP switches
have been preset for your focuser
specification (if known). Again, if
no focuser was specified it will be
set for an EV-1cM.
Any change made to a DIP
switch setting should be done with the unit turned off.
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If you change from an older NGF-S (6- to 12-volt motor) to an EV (3- to 4.5-volt
motor) focuser you must change Switch 1 from Closed to Open to reflect the
lower power motor (or vice versa). Switch 2 will be Open as this is our current
wiring pattern. If for some reason your motor is traveling in the opposite
direction, simply change this setting to Closed to reverse it. If you change the
motor direction after the link is made the focuser must be reinitialized (see
Establishing Motor Direction under
Initial Setup). Switch 3 will be
Open, setting the Baud Rate to
9600. If you change the Baud
Rate the Smart Focus Control Unit
must be turned off, then back on to
accept the change.
Help Tab
This window gives a quick and
easy reference of all functions
available in the software, organized by tab.
If you are having
problems setting up the system, or
making it work properly, please
see the Troubleshooting Guide at
the end of this manual.

Initializing the Focuser
Warning: Repeated initializing (without user intervention) will damage the
focuser drawtube flat because the initialization process continues to run
the motor after the end of drawtube travel has been reached. The Initialize
the Focuser function should be used only when necessary, such as when
focuser properties change. For manual initialization, see Making the Link
under the Initial Setup section.
The Smart Focus Control Units have been pre-initialized to an EV-1cM
focuser using a 2160 encoder, unless otherwise specified. If you specified
a different focuser or encoder with your order, it has been initialized with
those parameters.
This means that you may never have to run the Initialize the Focuser function. If
you ever move your Smart Focus unit to a different focuser (or use a different
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resolution encoder) you will have to run the Initialize the Focuser function to
configure the system for the different focuser (or encoder). If you purchased the
Smart Focus Control Unit from a dealer who did not know which focuser to
request initialization for, the unit will be set up for an EV-1cM and you may have
to reinitialize the unit to your specific focuser.
This function will perform speed tests, store all data to the EEPROM chip and
move the focuser to the Zero Position with the drawtube all the way in. Initially,
the focuser will move in both directions while the controller performs speed tests
on the motor. During this phase the LED on the Control Unit blinks and the
buttons are disabled. Once the controller has determined the proper speeds to
run the motor, the focuser will move towards the Zero Position. The focuser will
move until the number of encoder pulses exceeds the value programmed into the
Maximum Travel Stop. In other words, during the move to Zero it will continue to
run the motor until it thinks it has moved the Maximum Travel amount (.550" for
the EV-1cM) before stopping.
This means that, depending on where the drawtube is after the motor tests, there
may be some "run on" after the Zero Position physical stop is reached. If this
happens there could be some slight wear to the drawtube flat. This wear is very
minimal and will not affect the performance of the focuser because you may have
to do it only once. If you are remote from your telescope, this function can
definitely get the drawtube to the Zero Position without you being at the scope.
During the move to the Zero Position, the LED is constantly lit and the buttons
are enabled so that the user can terminate the operation after it reaches the Zero
Position physical stop to prevent the "run on" and scoring damage to the
drawtube flat. At the completion of the Initialize the Focuser function, all data in
the EEPROM is updated.
Using the Initialize the Focuser Function
Go to the Configure page and select a focuser from the list. If your system does
not already list the correct focuser, you can do one of the following to create a
focuser entry:
1. Download a focuser specification file from our website. See the last bullet
entry on page four for more information. Follow the instructions on the
website for renaming the file.
2. Use the Add New Focuser to List function on the Configure Tab.
2a. Select the JMI Focuser Setup option to add one of our older focusers
(NGF-C, NGF-S, NGF-DX series, NGF-mini series or NGF-55 series).
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2b. Select the Specify Focuser Parameters option to specify tics per inch
and tics for maximum travel.
2c. Select the Manual Setup Procedure option to allow the Smart Focus
system to calculate the tics per inch and tics for maximum travel.
(Alternately, you can go directly to the manual setup procedure for a
listed focuser by selecting the Run Focuser Manual Setup button.)
This may be the most accurate method for deriving the specs for your
particular focuser. If using this method, be sure to first select the
Change Maximum Travel Distance and set the value to a number
higher than the maximum possible travel of your focuser drawtube.
Otherwise, this value may restrict the movement of the drawtube
during initialization.
After you have created a focuser in the list you can change it or change individual
parameters by selecting the appropriate button.
Next, click on the Initialize the Focuser button to start the process. The unit will
run slow, fast, up and down to test and calibrate the motors. The last step will be
to run the drawtube to the Zero Position.
It's best to have access to both the focuser and the software any time you
run the initialize function so you can stop the focuser (using the software's
STOP button) when the end of inward travel is reached. This will avoid
excessive wear on the drawtube flat.
User Tip: Since all movement and stored data is relative to the Zero Position, it
is important that the accuracy of the Zero Position be maintained. There is a
simple way to do this without running the Initialize the Focuser function again.
Extensive testing has shown that our Crayford focusers have great accuracy and
repeatability with respect to drawtube positions when used with Smart Focus.
But if you feel (for whatever reason) that some error has been introduced to the
Zero Position, use the Go To Specified Position function to return to the 0.000
location. Use either the on-screen Move In button or the In button on the Smart
Focus Control Unit to run the focuser inwards for only a second. This will take up
any error that may be there while maintaining (and essentially resetting) the
Focuser at Zero Position status.
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Initial Setup
Establishing Motor Direction
Before connecting the Smart Focus Control Unit to the PC, check the motor
direction. Plug the six-conductor focuser cable into the Focus Control Unit and
into the DRO jack on the focuser. Make sure the motor is engaged (the motor
gear is engaged with the drive shaft gear) then turn the unit on. Push the In
button on the Control Unit. The drawtube should move inward, toward the
secondary mirror. If it is reversed from this, turn the Control Unit off, open the
back by removing the four screws and change the motor direction dip switch
(Switch 2). Turn the unit back on and push the In button again to confirm the
change. Turn the Control Unit off and continue the Initial Setup procedure.
Installing the Focuser Control Software
Download the Focuser Control Software (focuser.exe), Installation Batch File
(install.bat) and Specification File(s) (fc000##.df1) from JMI's website to any
location you desire on your hard drive. See the information in step 2 below on
renaming modified file names. Create a shortcut for the focuser.exe program to
be placed on the desktop or in the start menu.
Alternately, you can follow these instructions:
1. Download the Focuser Control Software, Installation Batch File and any
related Specification File(s) from our website.
Example:
focuser.exe
install.bat
EV-1cM+fc00001.df1

2. Where necessary, rename file names from modified to standard format. Be
sure to read the notes on the download page.
Example:
EV-1cM+fc00001.df1 renamed to fc00001.df1

3. Start Windows RUN command and use BROWSE to find the downloaded
install.bat file. The resulting string showing the path to the Installation
Batch File will be in quotes.
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Example:
"C:\Documents and Settings\User\My Documents\Downloads\install.bat"

4. Add the destination information drive: [\valid_path] [\new_folder] after the
above string and select OK to run the Installation Batch File.
In the above command, optional values are enclosed in brackets ([ ]) —
drive: represents the destination drive and [\valid_path] represents an
optional path to a valid directory. An optional new folder [\new_folder] can
be specified to have the batch file create a new folder at that location. A
folder named JMI will automatically be created at this location and the
Focuser Control Software and Specification File(s) will be saved there.
Example:
"C:\ . . . \install.bat" c:\astronomy
In this example, parts of the original path to the batch file are not shown and are
represented by ellipses (…). The files will be copied from their current location to
c:\astronomy\JMI. If any focuser specification file is not copied, check the format
of the file name as noted in step 2 above.

5. Open the newly created JMI directory and right-click on the focuser.exe file
(or focuser icon) to create a shortcut. Rename the shortcut to something
easily identifiable such as "JMI Smart Focus."
6. Cut and Paste, or Drag, the shortcut to your desktop, start menu and/or
task bar.
Consult the instructions for your Windows operating system on how to add
items to the list of available programs accessed via the start menu.
You can now open and use the Focuser Control Software.
Making the Link
At this point, you will need to understand the difference between the on-screen
software settings and the EEPROM chip settings in the Smart Focus Control
Unit. The software settings normally default to the EV-1cM focuser and 2160
encoder when it is first installed. After that, it will remember any changes you
make to the settings. The EEPROM chip settings may be preset at the factory
for your focuser (if we know that information). The settings in the chip will be
updated (using the software settings) whenever the Initialize the Focuser function
is used. Some single settings will change based on the function used. For
example, Set Zero Position will zero the Position counter in the chip.
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In an effort to avoid any wear on the drawtube flat from overrun, the system has
been designed to start with the drawtube in the Zero Position. This is because
the pre-initialized Control Unit will "wake up" already knowing which focuser it's
on and thinking that it is in the Zero Position. Before making the link, the user
should manually set the drawtube all the way in towards the telescope, resting
against the inward physical stop of the drawtube flat. You could run the Initialize
the Focuser function and achieve the same final position but (unless you are at
the focuser to watch it and stop it) this could allow unnecessary scoring of the
drawtube flat if used repeatedly. If you do not manually set the drawtube all the
way in you will have to run the Initialize the Focuser function. It is quite probable
that you will only have to do this manual setup (or initialize the focuser) one time.
Plug the power cable, the focuser cable and the serial cable into the Smart Focus
Control Unit. Next, plug the other ends of the cables into an A/C outlet, the
focuser/MOTOFOCUS motor and PC respectively. To start the program, double
click on the Smart Focus icon. The screen will come up with the default settings
(EV-1cM with 2160 encoder) unless JMI has pre-configured the software for you.
It will show "Waiting for Focuser Response" with an "Unknown" Status and
Focuser Position. Turn the Smart Focus Control Unit on. Wait for the "Focuser
Responding" message in the Activity box. If necessary, go to the Configure tab
and Auto Detect the COM Port and/or configure the system for the correct
focuser model. (Again, this may have already been done for you by JMI). If the
system is already configured for your focuser, you are ready to begin.
You can perform a simple check to verify that your Smart Focus Control Unit has
been properly initialized, by attempting to move the focuser beyond the Maximum
Travel Stop. For example, if you are using an EV-1cM, move the focuser to the
.549" position with the Go To Specified Position function. Then, using the Step
Out or Move Out buttons, try to move the focuser past .550". If it has been
properly setup it will not allow the movement. If it fails the test, you will have to
reinitialize the Control Unit.
Maximum drawtube travel will normally be set at the factory at .050" less than the
actual maximum to account for manufacturing variations. However, there always
exists the possibility that the maximum drawtube travel for your focuser is slightly
shorter. For example, if you find that your EV-1cM drawtube has only .540" of
travel instead of .600" you could use the Change Maximum Travel Distance
button on the Configure screen to adjust the travel range. If you were using a
second EV-1cM that did have .600" of travel you could use the same Change
Maximum Travel Distance function to reset the travel back to .550" (or .600").
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Closing the System Down
When you close the Focus Control program, it stores all the data and will open
back up in the same position with the same data. This means you can close the
program with the drawtube at a certain position and leave it there. When it starts
back up it will remember the same position. Because leaving the drawtube
extended with a variable amount of weight hanging from it may eventually cause
some wear, we recommend that you return the focuser to the Zero Position at the
end of each session. To end the session, simply shut down the program and
turn the Smart Focus Control Unit off.

Using Other Focusers
The best performance from Smart Focus will be achieved when used with a good
quality focuser. However, the Backlash Correction function can compensate for
inherent slop found in many focusing devices. Smart Focus can be used with
any focuser or MOTOFOCUS unit equipped with a DRO Encoder Assembly, with
the "slippage" restriction noted below.
Rack-And-Pinion Focusers
The software assumes a (Crayford) focuser design that allows slippage when the
end of travel is reached, while still being able to lift a large amount of weight. If
you wish to use a rack-and-pinion focuser, it must have a non-slip coupler
between the motor and the focusing shaft, or it will not work correctly. (Some of
our MOTOFOCUS units include a "slip clutch" feature to allow manual override.
The o-ring coupler must be replaced by one that does not allow any slippage in
order to handle any significant amount of weight from heavy equipment such as a
CCD camera.) Therefore, a manual initialization procedure must be used
when setting up a rack-and-pinion focuser.
With no slippage, reaching the end of travel will give unpredictable results and
cannot be used to find the boundaries of focuser movement. Setup of a rackand-pinion focuser takes some manual work that is not required for JMI Crayford
focusers. You will need to prepare the drawtube, which can be accomplished
easiest if done before the motor is attached. This is simply because you can
move the drawtube faster by hand. If the motor is already attached, move the
drawtube in and out using the buttons on the Control Unit. Prepare your
drawtube as follows:
1. Measure the maximum amount of drawtube travel for you focuser. This is
the actual physical maximum. Later, you will be making two marks on the
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drawtube so that you can see when you have reached a predetermined
position.
2. Take the maximum physical travel measurement and subtract 1-1/4" to
determine the maximum drawtube travel distance for the software. Save
this information. You may need it at a later time.
3. Move the drawtube 1/4" out from the minimum extension (drawtube all the
way in) and make a mark so that you can return to this position without
having to measure it again. This will be the Zero Position
4. Make a second mark with the drawtube 1" in from the maximum extension
(drawtube all the way out) so you can also return to this second position
without measuring. This will be the point of Maximum Travel.
If necessary, install the motor at this point. Make sure the DIP switches are set
correctly and all cables are connected properly. Now you are ready to make the
link between the software and the Control Unit.
Select the Configure tab. If you have already created an entry for this focuser in
the focuser list, select Run Focuser Manual Setup. Otherwise, create a new
focuser entry by selecting Add New Focuser to List, entering a description for the
focuser, then selecting Manual Setup Procedure. Move the focuser in and out
with the buttons on the Control Unit. Remember that the encoder count will
never go below zero. This step will verify that the software is able to read
encoder movement by showing you the encoder count value.
The next few steps will configure
the values for Encoder Counts per
Inch/cm, Maximum Travel Count
and Zero Position as follows:
1. Move the focuser to the
Zero Position (the first mark
you made at step 3 above).
Select OK.
2. Move the focuser out 1".
The
accuracy
of
the
measurements shown by
the software, and the
movements of the focuser
controlled by the software,
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will be determined by the accuracy of your measurement at this step. For
example, if you want to know that the focuser moved exactly 0.005" when
you tell it to, you must be very accurate in measuring the 1" of travel at this
step. Using a quality caliper will help you position the drawtube accurately.
(If the maximum drawtube travel is less than 1", change the value at this
screen and move the distance that you have specified.) Select OK when
you have finished moving the specified distance.
3. Move the focuser out to 1" from the maximum extension using the second
mark you made (step 4 above). Accuracy is not critical here but you must
leave room for the initialization function to move beyond this point without
hitting the actual physical end of travel. Select OK.
4. Initialize the focuser by selecting Initialize Now. The software will go
through the initializing routine and stop at the zero position (first mark at
1/4" out from minimum extension). If you initialize the focuser later, you
must either be all the way out (second mark) to start the procedure or be
ready to stop the focuser at the zero position (first mark) during the second
phase of initialization. If you start the initialization too far in and you do not
stop the procedure during the second phase, you will have unpredictable
results when the motor attempts, unsuccessfully, to move the drawtube.
Once the focuser is initialized, the maximum travel can be changed by selecting
either Change Maximum Travel Count (which can be calculated by multiplying
Maximum Travel Distance by Encoder Counts per inch/cm) or Change Maximum
Travel Distance (using the maximum drawtube travel in inches or cm that you
calculated earlier by subtracting 1-1/4" from the physical maximum travel
distance).
Other Non-Crayford Focusers
To follow the normal setup procedures, your focuser drive must be able to
continue to run while the drawtube remains stationary at the end of travel.
Otherwise, you will need to use the same basic procedures as described in
setting up a rack-and-pinion focuser (above).

Using Auto-Focus Functions
Smart Focus is able to link to both CCDSoft (a product of Software Bisque) and
MaxIm DL/CCD (a product of Cyanogen Productions) and be controlled by their
auto-focusing functions @Focus and SharpStar respectively. The ability to use
Smart Focus is a standard feature in both software programs. Please note that
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you cannot use more than one of these programs, including our Focus Control
Software, at the same time.

Troubleshooting Guide
PROBLEM: I don't have Internet access to download the Focuser Control
Software and related files.
Contact JMI for a Smart Focus software CD. You may wish to request a
Specification File based on the focuser you will be controlling. The Installation
Batch File will also be included.
PROBLEM: My computer does not have a serial port to connect the control box.
See important information on USB to Serial adapters on our web site at
www.jmitelescopes.com/html_docs/usb_db9_adapters.htm.
PROBLEM: The software does not respond when the Control Unit is turned on.
Close the focuser program and turn the Control Unit off. Make sure there are
no extra copies of the program running on your computer. Restart the focuser
program then turn the Control Unit back on.
Make sure you are not attempting to control Smart Focus with more than one
software program at a time (see Using Auto-Focus Functions on the previous
page). If you do, the second program to attempt to connect to the COM port
will give you an error message stating that another program is using the port.
Make sure all cables are securely attached. If you need to replace the focuser
cable, a standard phone cable will NOT work for connecting the focuser. You
can create a replacement cable with two modular RJ-12 6-position 6conductor connectors and 6-conductor flat phone cable. The color coding
sequence must be the SAME at both ends. A standard DB9 male/female
serial cable will work for connecting to the PC.
If you are using the Smart Focus Control Unit with an older DRO system, try
using the original cable that was connected between the DRO Hand Unit and
DRO Encoder Assembly.
Check the Baud Rate DIP switch inside the Control Unit. This switch should
match the software setting. Try the slower (2400) rate for very long cables or
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low voltages. (We have successfully tested the operation of 100-foot cables
at 9600 baud.)
Check for forced COM port addresses and/or IRQs in the Windows Device
Manager or in your computer's BIOS settings. If this is the case, determine
the reason that these items have been configured manually. If you allow the
computer to use automatic settings, it should alleviate any problems.
PROBLEM: The software gives an error message and does not work properly.
Check the DIP switch settings inside the Control Unit. They must be set
properly for the type of motor, motor direction and communication baud rate.
In some cases (e.g. very heavy focusers such as the NGF-XT), it may be
necessary to use the higher motor voltage to get proper operation.
See the comments for the "software does not respond..." problem listed
above.
Download the latest software at www.jmitelescopes.com/software_sf.htm.
PROBLEM: The motor moves in the wrong direction.
Set the DIP switch, inside the Control Unit, for the correct motor.
PROBLEM: The motor moves in the right direction but the encoder counts
increase in the wrong direction.
Your encoder may be wired backwards. The encoder is connected at leads
number 1, 2, 3 and 5 (number 4 is not used). Swapping the wires connected
to the number 1 and 3 leads on the encoder should solve the problem.
PROBLEM: The focuser initialized but will not stop at the Maximum Travel Stop.
Set the correct focuser model, drawtube length and encoder resolution then
reinitialize the focuser.
Set the DIP switch, inside the Control Unit, for the correct motor.
PROBLEM: During a manual initialization the drawtube movement stops
prematurely and will not allow me to move out to the position I want for the
Maximum Travel Stop.
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Select the Change Maximum Travel Distance to see if there is a value from a
previous focuser setting that is limiting the outward movement. Set the
maximum to a high enough value to allow the necessary movement. (If the
maximum is set to zero, the system will not allow any movement in the OUT
direction.)
PROBLEM: The pushbuttons on the Control Unit are unresponsive or the
focuser motor runs continuously when the Control Unit is turned on.
Reconfigure Smart Focus for your focuser (see Configure Tab) and reinitialize
the focuser.
PROBLEM: JMI has upgraded the software and/or related focuser specs since
my purchase.
The latest software and focuser specs can be downloaded from our web site
at www.jmitelescopes.com/software_sf.htm.
PROBLEM: I have been unable to find a resolution in this Troubleshooting Guide
for the specific problem I am having.
Please contact JMI Telescopes directly to resolve your problem. We will be
happy to assist you.
Rev. 10/11/13

Notes
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